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Now I write this partly for the lol'z, partly because it's a fact….

For those that don't know about "KEK", this is a meme used by "White Supremacists" and other "Radicals" that is used around to troll the enemy incessantly. As the jews say, Trump got elected because of the 'meme war'.

Kek is closer to the "Satanic" principle than many understand. The Ancient Egyptian deity named "KEK" is associated with Serpents, Cats and Frogs. Serpents are obviously the par excellence Satanic symbol. Cats were burned in the Middle Ages for being the symbols of Satan, the "Watchers", and are also famous familiars for witches. Satan gives the guardian cats to Witches, and the infamous "Black Satanic Cat" was considered deadly and a bringer of "misfortune" to the judeo-christian system. As such, Cats were mass burned in the hundreds to ward off "Satan" from their midst.

Frogs are considered unholy, Satanic, and a curse in the world of jews. Jews even nowadays have extreme superstition about frogs. Frogs are associated with Satan, and when it rains frogs, or other such things, Judaism considers frogs to be minions of Satan, and sending the message of punishment to anyone. Frogs in general symbolize misfortune for the enemy, but frogs are really a misunderstood animal.

They In fact, show transformation from a spiritual form to another, and they are very Eco-friendly. However, the enemy considers frogs "demonic", because they start from an Embryo that looks like a Serpent, and then they become full frogs. Different animals represent different things, and Cats also symbolize the Serpent Power.

Frogs, like other animals, were held in respect in Egypt, because well, they saved everyone from parasites such as mosquitoes, which were a serious problem in Egypt. Parasitic Mosquitoes. I think I know one that drains with the nose, but it drains shekels….

The frog is born in water, as thus the primordial waters of creation. The enemy denies the occult lore that claims that the universe was made in Water, or in Fire (both of which are Pagan) and they claim a jew farted this out of its stinky ass, something like 6000 years ago. The primordial water and fire are actually the
Aether - the Darkness, which deities like Set and "Kek" do represent. Kek, like the Ancient titans, is a primordial energy force and not a "God" exactly. The Ogdoad is basically the natural concepts, as understood by the occult lore.

Here, the Satan, or the "Great Beast" spits frogs from its mouth. Frogs are associated with the power to curse by occult means:

Revelation 16:13 ESV
And I saw, coming out of the mouth of the dragon and out of the mouth of the beast and out of the mouth of the false prophet, three unclean spirits like frogs.

As for the Serpent headed, Satan appears in the garden as a Serpent, and we all know the opinion of the jews on that one.

"Keket" and "Kekui" are actually the female and male counterparts of the same deity. "Kek" is supposed to be androgynous, and symbolizes the primordial darkness. Satan is called by the enemy, the lord of Darkness. Darkness is the Aether of Creation, and it's not darkness, nor light, but a state before both. As thus "KEK" is a concept that deals with this creation state.

The thing that "Kek" (Darkness) suddenly became famous is, again, no coincidence, it broke as a meme because it's a concept rooted in the spiritual past. Things like that resurface at some point, in one form of another. Therefore, "Satan" always returns.

Unconsciously, people re-create their older belief systems as this comes from the Soul. This is one example how people in the Black Metal scene "Accidentally" conjured Satan and the Gods again. And shortly, this became Satanist and Satanism, etc. The Pagan Gods are all in this category as well. Why is this happening? Because this is deeply ingrained and hardwired in people, and can never be driven out. Everything worthwhile in this world and civilization, is always of "Satan". In fact, the pisslamic hordes and many others openly claim that civilization is of Satan, and it needs to be destroyed.

The enemy has made all of this dismissed as "superstition" and "false Gods", but why is a Rabbi named Jewsus considered “Real”? Even when his identity is proven to be a stolen mass of older Gods who have been (((declared))) "Dead" by the enemy?

Notice how the enemy attacks ISIS and calls their terrorist organization with the Name of the Goddess ISIS, from which the mother of the kike rabbi was stolen. ISIS is the mother of the Divine Child, Horus. Horus is the Savior that saved Egypt (A Symbolic Gentile civilization). All this is an unconscious game.
Why? Because if someone wants to curse this Jewish Created Terrorist Organization, they have to use the name "ISIS", and therefore misdirect the curse to the Goddess. Also, the hate tainted on this name, can equally be misdirected.

Anyway, if you like "Kek", you're kind of dealing with the "Dark" side already. Have a nice stay.